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Gouden Leeuwplein 3, Gent, Belgium

+3292239731 - http://www.etablissementmax.be/

A comprehensive menu of Max from Gent covering all 15 courses and drinks can be found here on the card.
For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What User

likes about Max:
An exquisite classic tea-room/brasserie, the only one in his kind in the center of genetics. The map isn't

extensive, but all the dishes are prepared with fresh products and it's very delicious. The interior's cozy, even if
it's possible at moments. Being particularly busy. The service is feilless. Also ideal to do a terrace, no traffic at the
door. A total rapist! read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in beautiful

weather. What Arzu D doesn't like about Max:
Have discovered this café via social media and wanted to try it out immediately. There should be the best

Brussels waffles in Ghent, so we dared try. We had the classic waffle with whipped cream. Unfortunately, the
waffle didn't taste us, because the dough was still a bit soy and the taste was a bit strict. Also a tick too salty for
our taste. We would have wished the waffle fluffier, we also find the price of 8.50€... read more. With the large
selection of coffee and tea specialties, a visit to Max becomes even more attractive, In addition, you'll find

sweet delicacies, cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages here.
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Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Beverage�
GRAND MARNIER

Ho� drink�
TEA

Sweet� & Dessert�
APPLE PIE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Plate� Brunc�
WAFFLE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

Desser�
BOUNTY

DONUTS

Ingredient� Use�
APPLE

DUCK

BUTTER

FRUIT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00-18:00
Wednesday 10:00-18:00
Thursday 10:00-18:00
Friday 10:00-18:00
Saturday 10:00-22:00
Sunday 10:00-18:00
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